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Abstract

This protocol describes a research and development (R&D) project aimed at optimizing a targeted, preventive, efficacious, and tailored intervention called Supportive Parents – Coping Kids (SPARCK). Combining recent developments in basic and intervention research, the goal of this project is to develop, test and optimize a unified parent training intervention targeting children who display externalizing and internalizing symptoms and parents who are at risk of exhibiting maladaptive or neglectful parenting behaviors. We plan to utilize various design-based research methodologies to investigate what works for whom in which context, points which are essential to the innovation process, by employing a mixed methods research design and an iterative optimization process of testing and refinement. Furthermore, we introduce a cocreation process for SPARCK to involve relevant stakeholders working in Norwegian frontline services for children and their families to ensure that the intervention adheres to the needs and constraints encountered by these stakeholders and thereby promote the scalability and sustainable implementation of SPARCK. In this paper, we present the theoretical and methodological background of this approach to R&D in the field of mental health prevention as well as the operationalization of innovative methodology in the current project. This R&D approach aims to produce new knowledge concerning individual change mechanisms in parent training interventions and stakeholder feedback pertaining to intervention components and implementation strategies, all of which are imperative for the iterative SPARCK design process.
Introduction

More than 10 percent of Norwegian experience mental health problems (Reneflot et al., 2018). These young people are at risk of negative developmental trajectories, including decreased quality of life, poor mental and somatic health, social and academic difficulties, school absenteeism and drop-out, and subsequent exclusion from social and working life (Caspi et al., 2016; Gubbels, van der Put, & Assink, 2019; Nordmo et al., 2022). It is imperative to prevent such negative life-course trajectories. However, some evidence suggests that preventive frontline services lack effective interventions to prevent mental health problems. The quality of intervention in frontline services for children and families varies tremendously, and this topic has been highlighted as one of the main challenges for municipal frontline services, such as Child Welfare Services (CWS), Education and School-Psychology (PPT) services, and mental health services (Auditor General, 2021). Accordingly, there is a high demand for effective interventions in frontline services.

This project builds on two decades of development and evaluation of the Norwegian versions of the Parent Management Training Oregon Model (PMTO) and specifically the Norwegian short-version PMTO derivate, Brief Parent Training (BPT), which targets children with externalizing problems (conduct and oppositional problems; Forgatch & Kjøbli, 2016; Forgatch & Patterson, 2010; Solholm, Kjøbli, & Christiansen, 2013). Supportive Parents – Coping Kids (SPARCK) intervention incorporates new components to broaden the target group of parent training to include children displaying internalizing symptoms (anxiety and depressive symptoms) and/or caretakers experiencing challenges with child rearing (those who are at risk of maladaptive or neglectful parenting). Methodologically, the project is inspired by challenges and recent developments in evaluation and implementation science. In that regard, the project incorporates a design-based methodology mainly drawn from the IDEAS impact framework (Schindler, Fisher, & Shonkoff, 2017) and establishes a long-term...
plan for innovation of a parent training intervention to suit the needs of Norwegian frontline services. This protocol presents the background and the design-based methodology of this project, including a well-specified theory of change (ToC), cocreation in research and development, and a mixed methods research design intended to produce knowledge that is useful for the design process.

Needs for Innovation

Despite several decades of development and evaluation of evidence-based interventions (EBIs) to promote positive child development, several interrelated challenges concerning EBIs remain. EBIs continue to exhibit small to moderate effect sizes (Duncan & Magnuson, 2013; Supplee & Duggan, 2019; Weisz et al., 2017), and few children and families have access to interventions that have been documented as effective (Christiansen, 2015; Glasgow et al., 2012; Nøkleby, Johansen, Jardim, & Muller, 2020; Skogen & Torvik, 2013). Thus, the public health impact of EBIs is probably low. Moreover, the nature of mental health symptoms often transcends traditional symptom domains, and comorbidity of mental health problems in children is very common (Caspi et al., 2020). Children often display both internalizing and externalizing symptoms (Caspi et al., 2020; Marchette & Weisz, 2017). The traditional assumption that the identification of one mental health diagnosis or problem identifies the root cause of the problem and thus indicates the manner in which treatment should be delivered is a poor match with the comorbid and transdiagnostic realities experienced in the context of regular practice. This difficulty limits the ecological validity of standard EBI protocols, which are often developed to address one diagnosis or problem domain (Lyon, Dopp, Brewer, Kientz, & Munson, 2020). Adding to this complexity, there is a large degree of heterogeneity in frontline services in terms of professional level and clinical expertise as well as the resources that are committed to client contact (Tommeraas & Ogden, 2015). Accordingly, EBI protocols should be designed in light of this heterogeneity among
clients and service systems as well as the need for flexible, efficient and usable interventions. The lack of ecological validity in EBIs may have contributed to the belief that these interventions are challenging to implement and sustain in regular practice settings and thus contributed to the gap between science and practice as well as the limited scope of EBIs (Lyon et al., 2020).

A limited methodological scope in the context of evaluation may represent another challenge for innovation in the context of EBIs. The predominant methodology in EBI and evaluation science has been to evaluate EBI program packages using randomized controlled trials (RCT; Collins, 2018; Lyon et al., 2020; Schindler, McCoy, Fisher, & Shonkoff, 2019). Program package evaluation in RCT designs via the display of program package group mean effects has been vital for the progress of the EBI field. However, RCTs mask within-group heterogeneity in terms of intervention effects and active intervention ingredients, a difficulty which is often referred to as the black box problem in the context of EBIs (Kazdin, 2018; Lyon & Koerner, 2016; Schindler et al., 2019). The race to attain a high degree of internal validity in the context of expensive and time-consuming RCTs must be complemented with a research focus that allows us to look inside this black box and identify treatment nonresponders and the components that are effective for individual users; all of this information is necessary for innovation in the context of EBIs (Supplee & Duggan, 2019). The black box problem and the limited scope of EBIs warrant a shift in focus to the evaluation methodology that is useful for the design process alongside the more traditional and sorely needed evaluation of treatment packages in RCTs. The inclusion of various design-based methodologies to produce knowledge concerning the active ingredients of interventions may accelerate innovation and ultimately answer the following question: What works for whom in which contexts? (Collins, 2018; Schindler et al., 2017; Supplee & Duggan, 2019).
Design-Based Methodology: The need for intervention innovation is reflected in the necessity of additional design-based methodological elements that can be useful for the innovation process. First, a clear and precise specification of a Theory of Change (ToC; also known as a causal model or conceptual model) is a prerequisite and a tool for a rigorous research and development (R&D) process. A ToC refers to “a detailed set of beliefs about observable changes that are expected from an intervention” (p.147; Schindler et al., 2019). A well-specified ToC is vital to improve precision in the development and testing of an intervention (Collins, 2018; Supplee & Duggan, 2019). It is a tool for understanding what components and procedures work, why they work, for whom they work, under which circumstances they work, and on what outcomes they work. A well-specified and conceptualized ToC may serve as a tool for operationalizing the findings of basic and intervention research to advance the research-based development of EBIs. Moreover, a clear and conceptualized ToC is vital to the establishment of common ground in a design process featuring cocreation (Schindler et al., 2019).

Second, incorporating knowledge drawn from relevant stakeholders into the R&D intervention is pivotal for an effective design process (Klev & Levin, 2016). Hence, cocreation featuring relevant stakeholders (i.e., client families, service counselors and leaders) as well as program developers and researchers, both with respect to the research and the development of the intervention, will likely influence the usability and ecological validity of the EBIs (Lyon et al., 2020), allowing EBIs to be designed to fit stakeholder needs, knowledge, and service constraints. Ultimately, the cocreation of interventions will likely impact the scalability and sustainability of EBIs (Lyon & Bruns, 2019; Mummah, Robinson, King, Gardner, & Sutton, 2016).

Third, compared to traditional RCT designs, alternative evaluation designs are more appropriate to the task of addressing the active components and change mechanisms involved
in the intervention. For example, the alternatives include sequential multiple assignment randomized trials, factorial experiments, single case experiments, or mixed methods designs (Collins, 2018; Kazdin, 2018; Palinkas, Horwitz, Chamberlain, Hurlburt, & Landsverk, 2011; Supplee & Duggan, 2019). Particularly, the latter two designs are well suited to rapid-cycle and iterative testing, in which context research hypotheses can be subsequently raised and tested, with the aim of moving rapidly toward higher levels of evidence, which is essential during the early stages of a design process (Gallo, Comer, & Barlow, 2013; Supplee & Duggan, 2019).

Innovative design-based frameworks that can accelerate EBI progress are emerging. These frameworks often share an introspective focus on active components as tools for innovation, and they propose different methodological elements that are important to the design process (Collins, 2018; Lyon et al., 2020; Schindler et al., 2017). One such model for the science-based development of interventions is the Frontiers of Innovations’ IDEAS Impact Framework (Innovate Evaluate Adapt Scale; Shonkoff et al., 2016). IDEAS highlights several methodological elements, such as cocreation in the context of intervention research and development to reflect stakeholders’ needs; precision in ToC specification and assessment to understand what works for whom and how; rapid-cycle iterative testing and optimization to accelerate our ability to gather evidence; and the establishment of an evaluation plan combining research, theory, and practice via the optimization of a ToC and the intervention materials (Schindler et al., 2017).

The Current Project: Aims and Research Questions

Incorporating a design-based methodology mainly based on the IDEAS impact framework but also on the multiple optimization strategy (Collins, 2018) and a user-centered design (Lyon & Koerner, 2016), the goals of this project are to (1) broaden the scope of the BPT-based intervention to reach a potentially large group of children and families in need of
targeted (selected and indicated) preventive frontline services; (2) to design and optimize a ToC based on the BPT/PMTO and new knowledge drawn from relevant basic and intervention research; and (3) to cocreate a flexible and usable intervention that is tailored to stakeholders’ knowledge and needs. Thus, the R&D pertaining to the new intervention SPARCK is based on the constraints for the intervention’s development, including societal needs for mental health intervention, service constraints such as resources and personnel, and client needs for individualized and tailored intervention, with the aim of creating a scalable and sustainable intervention for routine practice.

We will test individual effects using single case experimental designs (SCEDs), systematic stakeholder feedback collected via qualitative interviews, and biomarker observations referencing parent and child cortisol stress hormones collected from hair samples. With the participation of service counselors and clients, we will cocreate a SPARCK prototype that combines BPT and new knowledge drawn from basic and intervention research concerning comorbid mental health symptoms and active ingredients for the target group, respectively. The aim of this effort is to design a unified and transdiagnostic preventive intervention with a broad theoretical and empirical foundation to address the heterogeneity in the challenges encountered in regular practice settings. All aspects of the SPARCK prototype, such as the intervention components, sequencing, dosage and program materials, will be optimized throughout the development and research phases, with the aim of achieving higher levels of efficacy and usability in the complete version of SPARCK. In addition, we will explore and cocreate implementation strategies that may further promote SPARCK’s scalability and sustainability in frontline settings.

The following research questions serve as a starting point for the R&D process.

- What families/children seem to benefit or not benefit from the SPARCK intervention?
• What seem to be the active components and change mechanisms for individual families?
• Is the ToC and the accompanying program material included in SPARCK usable and feasible for counselors working in Norwegian frontline services?
• What is the appropriate structure and sequencing of procedures and components for different users of SPARCK (including dosage, fixed component order vs. customized adaptation, decision support, etc.)?
• What implementation strategies are feasible and appropriate for supporting the sustainable implementation of SPARCK in the context of Norwegian frontline services?

The project has the potential to contribute new knowledge to the mental health prevention field in general, with respect to the benefit of utilizing innovative methodology in the intervention design process, as well as evidence concerning both the change mechanisms underlying a unified parenting intervention to promote healthy child development and the selection and tailoring of implementation strategies.

Methods

The innovative research methodology used in the R&D design process is displayed in Figure 1. The following core activities serve as the basis for the development phase and the empirical testing of SPARCK in the subsequent research phase: 1) identify and define the constraints for development; 2) search the literature and develop a prototype ToC, including the development of an intervention manual and materials; 3) establish the research design and assessment strategies in accordance with the project aims and the available resources; and 4) recruit and train a lab of service counselors.

In the research phase, the core activities concern the following tasks: 1) recruitment of client participants; 2) execution of iterative test cycles, including rapid-cycle conceptual
prototype testing and refinement of the conceptual version of ToC (Chen, Neta, & Roberts, 2021), pilot testing SPARCK, and full-scale test cycles in frontline services; 3) a period of data analysis and the elaboration of prototype optimization solutions; and 4) a research phase including cocreation activities such as lab seminars and meetings to present and receive feedback concerning the results and the prototype optimization solutions.

This iterative design process involves shifting back and forth between the development and research phases so that an optimized version of the ToC for SPARCK can be tested in a subsequent cycle. The optimization of a usable intervention that is well suited to family and service constraints implies a process of refining and adding new content and materials, as well as, which is equally important, the removal of redundant content to increase precision and reduce complexity in SPARCK.

**Developing SPARCK: Prototype Theory of Change**

There is strong evidence to suggest that parent–child interaction is a mediator that is associated with long-term outcomes for children, including maltreatment (Green et al., 2018), internalizing problems (Shimshoni, Shrinivasa, Cherian, & Lebowitz, 2019), and externalizing problems (Nærde, Janson & Stoolmiller, in review). As a result, a parenting intervention in which parents are the agents of change is of particular relevance to a unified preventive intervention during childhood. In the initial design of the prototype ToC in SPARCK, we will follow the following tenets: 1) integrate new and relevant evidence drawn from basic research; 2) develop the model based on different theoretical intervention models to promote flexible ways of understanding and tailoring interventions to family needs; 3) incorporate new evidence from intervention research and identify the active components contained in effective interventions; 4) search for transdiagnostic approaches and components that may reduce the complexity of interventions and broadly promote healthy child development.
The prototype ToC is displayed in Figure 2. To adapt and tailor the intervention content and to promote different perspectives on ways of addressing individual family needs, the ToC of SPARCK is to some extent a theoretical hybrid, and the intervention components are influenced by different causal theories.

First, the causal theory included in BPT/PMTO, i.e., social interaction learning theory (SIL; Patterson, 2016), and the BPT component strategies that target externalizing problems serve as a point of departure for SPARCK (Forgatch & Patterson, 2010; Solholm et al., 2013). SIL highlights the way in which externalizing problems develop in the context of coercive parent–child interactions and the reciprocal process of negative reinforcement between children’s maladaptive behaviors and parents’ withdrawal and suboptimal parenting behaviors (Patterson, 2016).

Second, insecure attachment, particularly disorganized attachment, has been broadly associated with negative short- and long-term outcomes for children, such as poor emotional and self-regulatory capacities, mental health problems, cognitive problems, and dysregulation of cortisol hormones (Bernard et al., 2012; Cyr, Euser, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Van Ijzendoorn, 2010; Euser, Alink, Stoltenborgh, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2015). Parenting capacities constitute a core aspect of secure attachment (Cyr & Alink, 2017), and the literature concerning sensitive and nurturing parenting practices has influenced the ToC of SPARCK.

Third, emotional dysregulation has been associated with disrupted parenting practices as well as internalizing and externalizing symptoms in children (Fraire & Ollendick, 2013; Morris, Criss, Silk, & Houltberg, 2017). SPARCK is influenced by emotion socialization theory, which emphasizes the ways in which parents themselves can become aware of and learn to regulate their own emotions (Gottman, Katz, & Hooven, 1996) as well as the ways in which they can help their children deal with their emotions via emotional coaching (Johnson,
Emotional socialization interventions have been found to prevent and reduce mental health problems in children (Ansar et al., 2022; Bølstad et al., 2021; Edrissi, Havighurst, Aghebat, Habibi, & Arani, 2019).

Fourth, it has been suggested that parents could also be a mediator of change in interventions targeting internalizing symptoms. Support for parent/family-based cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has been reported by systematic reviews focusing on the treatment and prevention of anxiety disorders in young children (Comer, Hong, Poznanski, Silva, & Wilson, 2019; Schwartz, Barican, Yung, Zheng, & Waddell, 2019). SPARCK is influenced by the behavioral components of CBT by helping parents with respect to exposure to fears and behavioral activation to promote coping and specific skills that are necessary in daily life.

Fifth, the concept of family accommodation is incorporated in the ToC of SPARCK. Family accommodation refers to changes parents make to their behavior, such as facilitating avoidance, excessive support and modifying family routines, to help the child mitigate feelings of distress and anxiety, which can negatively reinforce children’s problems and contribute to the maintenance or worsening of symptoms (Lebowitz, Panza, & Bloch, 2016). Compelling findings have shown that parental accommodation plays a significant role in the maintenance of anxiety symptoms (Shimshoni et al., 2019).

Even though SPARCK is inspired by different causal theories and components, there is some degree of overlap among these influences. For instance, several theories highlight the need for sensitive and responsive interactions. Such components that are common across theories of parent counseling may represent common components that are assumed to be important across a variety of problems and diagnoses. Other components are specific to one theory and address the specific problems for which the theory was originally developed. Thus, SPARCK is constructed based on the idea of utilizing general common components in combination with specific components that are tailored to specific problems. Hence, SPARCK
consists of parenting components that are considered to be important for supporting children and families who display a broad range of problems. The conceptual prototype ToC, which is displayed in Figure 2, serves as a foundation for operationalizing component strategies in the SPARCK manual and intervention materials as well as a guiding tool for research focusing on mechanisms of change or the lack thereof.

A critical consideration in this context is the sequencing of the components and target strategies. Ultimately, two possibilities must be considered in the context of SPARCK: fixed sequencing versus customized adaptive sequencing. Ease of use may suggest linear sequencing; in contrast, adaptive sequencing may have an impact on the complexity of delivery, but it also allows for more flexibility to individualize content. In the SPARCK prototype, we start with a mixed solution featuring a linear basic sequence and an adaptive sequence, according to which all families will receive components listed above the dotted line in Figure 2 before the customization of the components listed below the dotted line. This solution may balance the need for personalized and individual tailoring and dosage with ease of use in the context of frontline services.

**Recruitment of Service Counselors and Clients**

An important aspect in this project is the lab, which includes stakeholders, professional counselors, their leaders, and end user families recruited from frontline services. The professional counselors will include 14 parent counselors who are accustomed to working with EBIs; these counselors will be recruited from seven municipalities that are representative of all Norwegian health regions. The counselors are recruited based on the following criteria: (a) they are trained in PMTO, (b) they are motivated to participate in the project, (c) they have access to the target groups, (d) they can deliver cases to research as part of their regular practice, and (e), they represent the relevant frontline service sectors that provide interventions to children and families. These counselors will represent municipal frontline
services, comprising CWS services, PPT school-psychology services, and health services, all of which deliver some sort of prevention measures and/or treatments to children, youths, and families who struggle with socioemotional problems and parent–child interactions. These 14 counselors will be closely involved in the iterative R&D process as described below. In the following, when we use the term lab, we refer to these counselors.

The inclusion of study participants and client families in the project will follow the formal and clinical screening procedures used by the lab counselors in their regular frontline services. In frontline services, no diagnosis is necessary to receive help, which reflects the selected and indicated level of prevention. In addition, formal screening procedures will be implemented prior to inclusion in the iterative test cycles (as presented in the assessment procedures). Client participants will typically be parents of children who display internalizing and/or externalizing symptoms and/or parents who are at risk of exhibiting maladaptive or neglectful parenting practices. Clients will be excluded if it is indicated that the target child has been exposed to physical violence or sexual abuse or if children and/or parents are receiving other ongoing treatments related to the target group domains of SPARCK.

**Research and Development Design**

*Cocreation and the iterative process:* Cocreation and rapid-cycle iterations are central features of the SPARCK R&D phases. The hub for the R&D activities will be the project’s core group, researchers, clinical psychologists, and research administrative staff working at the Norwegian Center for Child Behavioral Center (NCCBD). Fast-cycle iteration is a process of innovation that includes subsequent testing, learning, and refinement of an intervention, that is, optimization of ToC (Center on the Developing Child, 2022). The R&D process requires quickly incorporating test results into the ToC, and then retesting the optimized ToC in a subsequent cycle. These repetitive cycles of testing generate hypotheses and represent an opportunity to design the SPARCK intervention based on what works or
does not work for different families as well as with respect to the possible constraints imposed by the frontline services; thus, it allows us to move toward higher levels of efficacy and usability with respect to SPARCK.

First, the iterations start with feedback collected via the rapid-cycle conceptual prototype testing of the ToC (Chen et al., 2021), in which context the ideas and components displayed in Figure 2 are presented to relevant stakeholders to obtain immediate feedback. The rapid-cycle prototyping will involve the NCCBD core group and the National Implementation Team, which constitute the regional implementation coordinators for the PMTO and BPT in Norway (Askeland, Forgatch, Apeland, Reer, & Grønlie, 2019). The ToC prototype will be optimized alongside the operationalization of component strategies to develop a SPARCK manual. Second, the SPARCK intervention and research design will be pilot tested in a process involving the NCCBD core group and three families recruited from collaborating services in one municipality.

The third stage of the iterative R&D process is that of the “full-scale” prototype test cycles with the lab in collaboration with regular frontline services. User feedback provided by parents, lab counselors, and municipal leaders will be used to optimize SPARCK. In the test cycles as well as in the rapid-cycle prototyping, the cocreation process will feature the NCCBD core group as a hub for the collaborative process. The core group will analyze data and feedback and develop potential optimization solutions. These solutions will be returned to the lab in cocreation seminars, in which the lab will provide advice on the proposed optimization solutions. Accordingly, these lab counselors are of particular importance for the optimization process due to the fact that they are experts on the frontline service system and its clients.

Feedback concerning the SPARCK ToC emerging from the lab will be systematically collected in the test cycles using qualitative and quantitative data (as presented below).
Following each test cycle, a period of analysis, cocreation and optimization will ensue, after which the redesigned version will be tested in a subsequent test cycle. Depending on the results, we opt for a maximum of three test cycles. This iterative process implies the need to utilize a research design that allows for small-scale testing and innovation. Therefore, we choose to employ SCED, which is a robust research design for testing individual effects and is ideally suited to fast-cycle testing (Gallo et al., 2013).

**Mixed methods approach.** We use a convergent parallel mixed methods design (Creswell & Creswell, 2017), which combines quantitative SCEDs, biological observation measures, and qualitative semi-structured interview data across multiple respondents. Qualitative and quantitative data will be combined to improve our understanding of whether and how change occurs within each family and each frontline setting.

**Single case experimental design.** SCEDs are assumed to be particularly suitable for testing individual (case) intervention effects (Kazdin, 2018) and for research conducted during the early phases of the testing and development of interventions (Gallo et al., 2013). Small-scale pre-post studies focusing on a single group are frequently conducted as pilot studies for large-scale randomized control treatment studies (Gallo et al., 2013). Such pre-post pilot studies are important to obtain knowledge concerning feasibility and user satisfaction but are less suited to the task of detecting functional relations between independent and dependent variables. In contrast, well-designed (and randomized) SCEDs are assumed to have internal validity equivalent to that of RCTs, thereby facilitating the identification of causal relations (Kazdin, 2018; Kratochwill & Levin, 2014). Instead of comparing group mean level differences between an intervention and a control, in an SCED, we can compare individuals in a baseline (A) phase (i.e., a phase without treatment) with themselves in an intervention (B) phase (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2009). Additionally, SCEDs are superior to regular group designs in that they permit the investigation of the change in target outcomes for each
individual, both when introducing the intervention and throughout the B phase (Smith, 2012). Nevertheless, SCEDs can be resource-intensive due to the need for extensive measurement across multiple data points. Adding to these challenges, SCEDs do not profit from “the magic” of large numbers in the normality distribution of data in group designs and thus may be particularly vulnerable to measurement error.

We will employ a nonconcurrent randomized multiple baseline design with replications across participants (Barlow et al., 2009). Randomized phase start-point designs have been suggested to ensure strong internal validity, and replication of participants across frontline settings would add to the external validity (Kratochwill & Levin, 2014). This design is a particular variant of a simple AB design. Participants will be assigned randomly to different lengths of the baseline (A) phase, i.e., to 4, 5, or 6 weeks of baseline, prior to the intervention B phase (lasting for up to 12 weeks). Ideally, we would follow through on baseline assessments until the stability of phenomenon under scrutiny is ensured; however, there are ethical considerations that argue against delaying intervention for the target group in the SPARCK project.

**Measurements**

*Quantitative measurements.* In the first cycle, we will use four different modes of measurement: (1) periodic assessments of parent-reported outcomes across three time points; (2) weekly assessments in the A and B phases; (3) calculation of the average level of cortisol stress hormones in AB phases; and (4) a weekly report by lab counselors concerning SPARCK fidelity and client responsiveness during sessions.

*Periodic assessments.* Case profiles and movement into or out of the clinical ranges of symptoms between, before, and after interventions will be assessed before, midway through, and after interventions in the test cycles. Children’s symptoms will be assessed using the parent-reported *Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire* (SDQ; Goodman, Lamping, &
Ploubidis, 2010; Kornør & Heyerdahl, 2017), Revised Children’s Anxiety and Depression Scale (RCADS; Chorpita, Yim, Moffitt, Umemoto, & Francis, 2000), and Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory (ECBI; Eyberg & Ross, 1978). Other variables to be assessed include family demographic variables, parent mental distress, and parent self-reported stress.

**Weekly assessments.** In cycle 1, we will explore the assessment of parenting-reported behaviors in a manner that is exclusively constructed to represent each component strategy in the SPARCK ToC (see Figure 2). Examples include “I help my child put their feelings into words” and “I encourage my child to follow through if he or she is anxious in daily situations”. We have attempted to develop formulations that are generically meaningful to allow for assessment in both the baseline and the intervention phases. Because not all parents employ each SPARCK component strategy, the measurement model for each “case” may be individualized in accordance with the component strategies provided during sessions. Child internalizing and externalizing outcomes will be assessed weekly using the parent-reported Behavior and feelings survey – caregiver report (BFS) to measure children’s mental health symptoms (Weisz et al., 2019). The 12-item brief problem checklist contains six items pertaining to the internalizing subscale and six items concerning the externalizing subscale.

**Biomarker observation.** To observe potential biological changes following intervention, we will employ an assessment of the stress hormone cortisol collected from scalp hair samples. Assessment of cortisol deposited in hair provides an opportunity to observe individual changes in average levels of stress hormones without the confounding influences of daily and situational fluctuations that can affect blood, saliva, and urine samples, which are also frequently used (Greff et al., 2018). Hair cortisol samples provide the opportunity to assess changes in average levels of cortisol for 16 weeks per 4 cm sample. Depending on the diameter size of the hair samples, 0.5 segments or 1 cm segments can be analyzed (>0.4 mg per datapoint/segment; (Technische Universitat Dresden, 2020). Thus, up
to 8 cortisol data segments can be acquired per sample. We will assess cortisol in parent and child dyads in the baseline and intervention phases. For practical and economic reasons, only one parent, namely, the parent who spends the most time with the child and who completes the parent-reported questionnaires, will provide hair samples.

*Lab counselors’ weekly questionnaires.* A weekly measure of counselor-reported fidelity and client responsiveness will be constructed exclusively for this project. The purpose of this measure is to assess the use of component strategies, pedagogical tools used during sessions, and client responsiveness to the component strategies provided during the sessions. Moreover, the counselors will report parents’ ratings on a three-item and five-point scale, i.e., the *Goals in Intervention* measure, to assess the families’ goal achievements in the SPARCK intervention phase. This rating represents both a clinical strategy in the Mapping and assessment component as well as a quantitative outcome measure during the intervention phase. In a joint process during the first session, i.e., the Mapping component, parents and counselors will set goals for these three items based on several guiding criteria, including the requirement that the goals should target concrete child symptoms/skills, parenting practices or parent–child interactions that are possible to address during SPARCK sessions. These goals will be scored by the parents at the beginning of each session and reported by the counsellor. *The Goals in Intervention* measure is adapted from the Top Problem Assessment Scale (Weisz et al., 2011) to suit the preventive context of SPARCK.

*Qualitative Measurements.* Semi-structured qualitative interviews will be collected posttreatment from families, counselors, and leaders. These interviews will be analyzed using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) prior to being integrated with the quantitative data to examine change mechanisms and experienced benefits and outcomes. In addition, the qualitative data will serve as an instrument for the systematic collection of stakeholder feedback as well as to access contextual barriers and facilitators to suggest implementation
strategies that can be used to support SPARCK sustainability in practice (Waltz, Powell, Fernández, Abadie, & Damschroder, 2019).

To varying degrees, the interview guides will address similar thematic content across caretakers, counselors, and leaders. This content includes the feasibility, appropriateness, acceptability and usability of the SPARCK intervention (Lyon & Koerner, 2016; Proctor et al., 2011) and the benefits of the intervention for users with respect to the needs of families and service counselors as well as related advantages and outcomes. Other topics that will be covered include recruitment, training and supervision, program materials, intervention content fit and sequencing, and implementation facilitators and barriers. The interviews will last up to 1.5 hours each. For the leaders, we plan to conduct focus groups featuring the counselors’ closest manager and one senior manager. Notes from the lab cocreation meetings and reports from SPARCK supervisors will also be included as qualitative data for the optimization of SPARCK content.

Results – Optimization Decisions

The number of iterative cycles that should be conducted depends on the results obtained in each cycle. In cycle 1, we plan to test the ToC in the context of a limited age span and symptom domain, including parents and their children, with the latter being between the ages of 6 and 10 years and displaying signs of internalizing problems. The main reason for this approach is to reduce participant heterogeneity in the first cycle to ensure sufficient replications of relatively homogenous cases in terms of age and symptom domain. Moreover, we opt to test all components of ToC in cycle 1 to learn more about their applicability to and efficacy for families. Depending on the results obtained in cycle 1, subsequent cycles will include the remaining age spans and/or symptom domains to test the SPARCK ToC with respect to the complete target group. Moreover, depending on the results and feedback
obtained from stakeholders, we may also modify the research design and add and/or remove measurement instruments.

A period of analysis, cocreation activities and optimization will follow each test cycle. The results obtained via the different measures will be combined and synthesized to determine what works or does not work for various subjects and to try to reveal systematic patterns of change or a lack of change both in and between cases. Similarly, we hypothesize that these qualitative data will contribute to improving our understanding of the change mechanisms associated with families in combination with the quantitative measures. In cases featuring discrepancies between measurement instruments and/or methods, qualitative evaluations will inform the optimization decisions. It is important to note that we will not use predefined criteria, such as effect size cutoffs, to determine optimization decisions. The decision concerning when to transition between phases in the innovation plan will be based on data integration and a determination of when the optimization changes are approaching a satisfactory level of detail, indicating that an acceptable level of confidence regarding who will benefit from SPARCK has been achieved.

**Ethical considerations**

The project has been reviewed and approved by the Regional Committees for Medical and Health Research Ethics, Southern and Eastern Norway (REK South East). The project involved certain ethical considerations concerning the families receiving SPARCK and their potential vulnerable life situation. However, SPARCK builds on well-established and tested components, indicating that its content is safe and robust. We will use the University of Oslo’s services for sensitive data (TSD) for data management, including collection, handling, analysis and storage procedures and follow standards of collection and storage of biological material. Participants will sign written informed consent forms prior to their inclusion in the project, and their anonymity and confidentiality will be secured in the project’s outputs.
Concluding Remarks

By utilizing a design-based methodology, the overarching goal of this R&D project is to cocreate and optimize a usable and efficacious intervention focused on a broad and unified target group to promote scalability and sustainability with respect to the regular provision of services. Thus, SPARCK has the potential to reach large user groups in Norwegian frontline services. In the iterative R&D process, we aim to provide empirical evidence that can be useful for innovation regarding SPARCK and to transition toward higher levels of SPARCK efficacy. In addition, we hope to add to the scarce evidence concerning the change mechanisms in parent training interventions and reveal what works for whom, thereby hopefully allowing us to discover some of the ingredients contained in the “black box”.

By investing in a rigorous design process and incorporating methodological elements that are useful for SPARCK innovation, we hope to address some of the methodological shortcomings of the field of EBI and implementation and to design a novel and tailored intervention that is suitable for evaluation in the context of a large RCT in Norwegian frontline services.
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### Development phase
- **The lab**
  - NUBU
  - NIT
  - Services/counselors

- **Constraints for development**
  - Societal needs
  - Service constraints
  - Client needs

- **Theory of change**
  - Prototype SPARCK
  - Materials/manuals
  - Refinement

- **Research design**
  - Evaluation plan
  - Assessment

- **Co-creation**
  - Materials/manuals
  - Research design

### Research phase
- **The lab**
  - + Clients

- **Iterative test cycles**
  - Rapid-cycle conceptual prototype testing
  - Pilot
  - Full-scale lab tests

- **Data integration**
  - Individual effect
  - Change mechanisms
  - Components
  - Sequencing

- **Co-creation**
  - Prototype solutions
  - Cocreation seminars

### Evaluation phase
- **Data collection sites**
  - Frontline services
  - Clients

- **Steering committee**
  - User organizations
  - Frontline representatives
  - NUBU core group
  - NIT

- **Research design**
  - Pilot
  - Group effectiveness testing
  - Clinical & implementation outcomes
  - Register data – long term

- **Co-creation**
  - Implementation & dissemination

---

**Optimization**

**Test iterations**

**Disseminate if effective**

```mermaid
graph TD
    Development phase --> Research phase
    Research phase --> Evaluation phase
    Evaluation phase --> Disseminate if effective
    Evaluation phase --> Optimization
    Test iterations --> Development phase
```

---

If not effective
Figure 2. SPARCK theory of changes in conceptual prototype